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To: ljackson @ law.emory.edu @ INTERNET @ INTERLIANTcc: From: Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate: 10/03/97 

10:30:33 AMSubject: Re: CEE PaperThe document is in WordPerfect, is 51 pages, has 127 footnotes, and there 

is a chart in the middle. Please let me know if it doesn't get through and I can send a hard copy by mail.Thanks. 

To: Jeremy_Gunn @ jfk-arrb.govcc: (bcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB)From: ljackson @ law.emory.edu @ INTERNET @ 

INTERLIANT Date: 10/03/97 09:52:12 AM CSTSubject: Re: CEE Paper (fwd)PRofessor Gunn:Could you send the 

attachment to my email address? Somehow, we lost thepaper in the forwarding of your message from John to 

me.Thank you.Louise JacksonJohn Witte's Secretary---------- Forwarded message ----------Date: Thu, 2 Oct 1997 

19:08:51 -0400 (EDT)From: John Witte <jwitte@law.emory.edu>To: Jeremy Gunn <Jeremy_Gunn@jfk-

arrb.gov>Cc: ljackson@law.emory.eduSubject: Re: CEE PaperThanks, Jeremy. What are you doing in the office 

at 7:00 a.m. I thoughtonly misguided Calvinists like me did the same.I cannot read your attachment, but will 

forward the message to mysecretary to see whether she can pull it up. She'll be in touch with youdirectly, if 

she can't. My cyber skills are very primitive.Warmest congratulations on your promotion. I can see it now: 

Gunn forPresident will be the next step. Happy and proud for you and yours.Blessings in this new 

season.JWOn Fri, 3 Oct 1997, Jeremy Gunn wrote:> Dear John,>> I am attaching my paper. It is being sent in 

WordPerfect for Windows. For> reference, It is 51 pages and 127 footnotes. If it does not come through> 

clearly, or if you want a hard copy, let me know and I can send it out to> you today.>> I don't think that I told 

you that I have received a promotion to become> Executive Director of the JFK Review Board. I am also 

continuing as> General Counsel. I now get all of the headaches associated with> supervising 30 people, 

running a Federal agency, preparing a Final Report> to the President, keeping five presidentially appointed 

Board members> happy, etc. etc. I much prefer my spare time work in religion.>> (See attached file: 

EASTEUR.WPD)>> Best,>> Jeremy>
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